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The alignment parameters for Lз-subshеlls of Сд and Sb atoms are obtained Ьу measuring 
the degree of polarization of the L.-lines excited Ьу proton inзрact in the rangе from 0.1 to 
0.5 МеУ. То compare the ехреrinзепtal alignment parameter with theory, either ехреrinзепtal or 
calculation results must ье corrected for Coster-Кronig (СК) transitions. The uncertainty in СК 
transitions yields makes this comparison difficult. In this work the semiempirica1 va1ues of the 
corrections have been derived from measured L-line intensities. The semiempirical correction 
factors ехсеед the theoretical ones. For constant reduced velocity, the semiempirica1 correction 
factor depends оп the atomic number of the target. The semiempirical correction factor оЬtainед 
in the same ехреrinзепt inзрrovеs the agreement between the theoretica1 alignment parameter and 
the ехреrinзепtal data. 

1. INТRODUCI10N 

The alignment of atomic inner shells induced Ьу ion impact has been the object of 
extensive theoretical and experimental investigations, Ьесаиоо it provides а more sensitive test 
of theoretical models and atomic wave functions than the total excitation and ionization cross 
sections. Alignment leads to emission anisotropy and Х -ray polarization, which сап influence 
measurements of the Х -ray production cross sections in ion-atom collisions. We have studied 
proton-induced cadmium and antimony Lз-suЬshеll alignment Ьу measuring the L\ Х -ray line 
polarization.To better test theory, an effort should ье made to eliminate effects that hinder 
comparison of theory and experiment. То compare the experimental alignment parameter 
with theory, either experimental or numerical results тшt ье corrected for Coster-Кronig 
(СК) transitions. Present knowledge of the СК rates Л2, 113 and 123, which describe the 
probability ofthe vacancy transfer from L\- to L2- and Lз-suЬshеlis and from L2- to Lз-suЬ
shells, respectively, is unsatisfactory, given the paucity and low accuracy of the experimental 
and numerical data. This is particularly true in the region of the periodic table around atomic 
number Z = 50 where the onset ofthe L\-L 2-М4,5 and cut off ofthe L\-Lз -М4,5 СК transitions 
оссш [1].тhе onset and cut off of СК transitions at certain atomic numbers саше sharp 
discontinuities in the initial-state lifetimes as functions of atomic number. This results in а 
dramatic change in the associated yields [1-3]. Rosato's results [4] show по sharp discontinuities 
in the range 47 ~ Z ~ 53. The exact 10cation of these cut offs is aIso somewhat uncertain. 
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The uncertainty in the Coster-Kronig yields makes ап accurate comparison of experiment 
and theory difficult. То avoid these uncertainties, we derive the correction factor [roт 
measurements of the L Х -ray line intensities [5]. In this work we a1so study the effect of 
ап abrupt change of the СК transition probability around Z = 50 оп the measured a1ignment 
of Lз-suЬshеll vacancies. 

2. EXPERIMENТ 

The experimental work was carried out at the 0.5 МеУ Cockcroft-Walton generator at the 
Institute of Nuclear Physics of Moscow State University. А Soller type (flat crystal) Х -ray 
spectrometer-polarimeter is used to measure the intensity and polarization ofthe L Х -ray lines. 
The experimental setup is described in detail elsewhere [6]. Protons of 0.1 МеУ to 0.5 МеУ 
energy have Ьееп used. The collimated proton Ьеат is stopped Ьу а thick target. The target is 
positioned at 450 with respect to the incoming Ьеат. The incident Ьеат intensity is monitored 
Ьу а current integrator. The Х -rays emitted at 900 with respect to the ~eaт axis are analyzed Ьу 
the spectrometer, which is equipped with а graphite crystal (2d = 6.71 А). The energy resolution 
of the spectrometer is Е/дЕ = 600. А polarization experiment with the crystal spectrometer 
сап Ье carried out due to the linear polarization dependence of the crysta1 diffraction. The 
polarization Р is defined Ьу 

(1) 

where Q is the polarization sensitivity of the crystal. The alignment parameter А20 сап then 
Ье deduced [roт the polarization Р: 

2Р 

А20 = а(Р - 3)' (2) 

where а is а constant deterrnined Ьу the angular momentum of the initial and final states [7]. 
In ош experiment we used а thick target, so the experimental alignment parameter is corrected 
for the energy 10ss of protons and for the absorption of Х -rays in the target [8]. Errors in the 
alignment parameter are mainly due to errors in the deterrnination of the L j and L{3 yields, 
which are caused Ьу statistical fluctuations, background substraction, and fitting procedures. 
The EWA code [9] was used to evaluate the spectra. As а rule, the statistical error in the 
measurements of the degree of polarization does not exceed 1 %. 

То determine the La. Х ~ray production cross sections, we measured the La. Х -ray line 
yields as а fиnction of incident particle energy. The Х -ray production cross section сап Ье 
deterrnined [roт these measurements Ьу the method and formulas described Ьу Merzbacher 
and Lewis [10].The proton stopping powers were taken [roт Andersen and Ziegler [11]. The 
absorption coefficient was calculated Ьу averaging the data ofStorm and Israel [12]. The Х -ray 
production cross sections were determined to 15% ассшасу. 

З. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The a1ignment parameter сап Ье inferred [roт measurements ofthe proton-induced Lj-line 
polarization. То compare experimental and theoretica1 a1ignment parameters, we should take 
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into account possible changes in the L subshell populations due to Coster-Кronig transitions 

(indirect forтation of а vacancy in the Lз-suЬshеll). In proton-atom col1isions, vacancies are 

also produced in tlle L 1- and L2-subshells, which then decay via Coster-Кronig transitions, so 

the number of Lз vacancies increases. The alignment of L 1 and L 2 vacancies is zero, so that 

tllis two-step process leads to а decrease in Lз vacancy alignment. The alignment parameter 

correction factor F is 

(3) 

(4) 

where (Ji is the Li-subshell ionization cross section, and !ij are the Coster-Kronig yields. 

The uncertainty in the Coster-Кronig yields makes it difficult to compare accurately 

experiment and theory. In order to eliminate this uncertainty, we deterтine the correction 

factor F from ош measured L a Х -ray production cross sections. This cross section is defined as 

(5) 

From this equation, the correction factor is 

(6) 

As experimental data оп u.lз for elements around Z = 50 are incomplete, we have taken the 

f1uorescence yield u.lз from Ref. [3] and the radiative transition rates Га 1, Г 0:2, Г R, from Ref. [13]. 

Here we have not used the experimental values of (тз, because these data are found with Eq. (5) 

based оп measurements of Lo:-lines intensities, using the СК yields, and the basic parameters 

(u.li, !ij and г) сап strongly affect the final results. The ionization cross section (тз was calculated 

in terms ofthe so-called ECPSSR theory of Brandt and Lapicky [14, 15], which is а derivative 

ofthe plane wave Вот approximation with corrections for ion energy 10ss effects (Е), СоиlотЬ 

repulsion (С), polarization and binding-energy changes via perturbed stationary states (PSS), 

and relativistic effects (R). Obviously, that the uncertainty in tlle u.lз, which сап change in 

the course of the collision, increases the uncertainty in the semiempirical correction factor. 

References [16] and [17] examine the inf1uence ofthe line shape and the satellite contribution 

оп the interpretation of data in the measurements of Х -ray spectra, and show that ignoring 

line shape effects сап lead to systematic errors. In present work it has been assumed that 

satellite structure (in particular, the СК satellites) сап Ье ignored in analyzing the spectra. It 

is clear that disregard of line shape effects and the fact that satel1ites contribute to polarization 

measurements сап lead to systematic errors in measurements of the alignment parameter and 

in the semiempirical correction factor. 

Figure 1 presents the semiempirical correction factors Fежр for Cd and Sb atoms obtained 

using Eq. (6) with the (то: values measured in this experiment. The same figure shows the 

correction factors calculated with Eq. (4), using (Ji calculated within the ECPSSR theory and 

the СК yields taken from Ref. [3]. It сап Ье seen that the semiempirical correction Fежр 

exceeds its theoretical value. It is also seen that the correction factors depend оп collision 

velocity (V/vo)2 (v is the proton velocity and Vo is the Bohr velocity of Lз-еlесtrопs), and 

reach their minimum when the reduced velocity is about (v/VO)2 = 0.1. This minimum results 
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Рис. 1 Рис. 2 

Fig. 1. Correction factor for СК transitions vs. reduced velocity. d - Cd, о - Sb. Dashed Iines are 
drawn through the experimental data to guide the еуе. ТЬе solid Iines ате the result of the calculation 

Fig. 2. Lз-suЬshеll a\ignment parameter vs reduced velocity. Experimental data: V' - Cd, • -
Sb without correction; d - Cd, о - Sb with correction for СК transitions. ТЬе curve presents the 

result ofthe calculation in the Вот approximation 

from а minimum in the ratio UI/UЗ of cross sections for ionization of L 1- апд Lз-suЬshеlls 

of atorns [18]. The minimum in the UI/UЗ ratio is дие to the пodе of the 2s-electron wave 
function. The discrepancy between Рехр and the theoretical value is partly due to the incorrect 
calculated ionization cross sections. Nevertheless, we believe that the semiempirical correction 
factor is тоте accurate, as it contains more accurate basic parameters. 

In Fig. 2 we compare the experimental alignment parameter A~;P for Cd and Sb atoms 
with the alignment parameters corrected as described аЬоуе, and А20 calculated in the Вот 
approximation Ьу the method and equations of Ref. [19]. It сап ье seen that when the 
semiempirical correction factors Рехр are used, the agreement with the experimental data 
improves. 

Based оп measurements of L", Х -тау production cross sections, we determined the 
semiempirical correction factors [ос elements ranging from Z = 45 to Z = 51. Tlle 
semiempirical correction factors obtained [ос reduced velocity (v / vo)2 = 0.02, together with the 
calculated correction factors, асе presented in Fig. За as functions of the atomic number of the 
target. The decrease in the theoretical values of F around Z = 50 is evident, and correlates 
with the decrease in 113 СК transition yield (see Fig. 3Ь). The 113 reduction is due to the 
fact that the L 1 -Lз -J,14 ,5 СК transition becomes energeticalIy forbidden. From this figure it 
is evident that there is по agreement of theoretical correction factors with experimental ones. 
The experimental results do not indicate апу visible change in the correction factor around 
Z = 50. 

Summarizing, we conclude that ассшаtеlу corrected values of tlle alignment parameter 
11ауе to Ье introduced in order to reach good agreement between theoretical and experimental 
alignments. As the Coster- Kronig yieJd сап change in the course of the collision (post-col-
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lision interactions, multiple ionization, chemical effects), the semiempirical correction factor 
obtained in the same experiment that measиred the alignment parameter is а more realistic 
one. But even so, the uncertainty due to errors in the Lз-suЬshеll fluorescence yield and 
ionization cross sections remains. Thе Z dependence ofthe correction factor is smooth, and the 
experimental results do not show sharp discontinuities anywhere within the range 47::; z::; 51. 

It is а pleasиre foc us to thank Dr. N. М. Kabachnik for calculations and Dr. Т. Рарр 
for helpful discussions and comments. 
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